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. The problem is that I have many old link. But it gives me no idea. I'm doing it on a demo, adding the new lines on the
top. A: Since you're treating this as a link-only answer (AKA "excerpted") and I'd guess that you're likely to want to turn
these into working links when this answer goes live, I'm going to delete this answer, which is not generally considered to

be a good idea, because I think you'll find that what's happened is that what you've actually done is produce an answer that
is an excerpt of your original, and without any hyperlinks. You might consider editing your post to turn this into a full

answer (which I think you could improve by focusing more on one problem and using one approach to one example), but
if you do that you'll need to fix the links to your sources (which are dead) and link to something that you've posted

elsewhere. In any case, I'm going to delete your original answer because I think that allowing the discussion of link-only
answers to devolve into a discussion about answers that just contain links to dead content is not a good use of our time. Q:

How to efficiently detect collisions of two trees in open space? I'm playing Minecraft on multiple servers, all identical
modded server builds. When I'm on the ground I occasionally hit trees, sometimes I can hit things on impact, and

sometimes the trees don't move,
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enumerate(distribute_list) And if you need to find elements in a list, use the all is better: all(element in l) Example: >>> l =
['z', 'a', 'w', 'j', 'w'] >>> all('s' in l) True >>> all('e' in l) False >>> all(element in l for element in's') True >>> all(element
in l for element in 'e') False >>> all(element in l for element in 'a') False >>> all(element in l for element in 'c') True >>>
all(element in l for element in 'x') False Action related nav Blogs Black and White Teams Are Warmer Than You Think
We're entering one of the best months of the year. Buffalo will be jumping into summer with time to spare. On the flip
side, the West Coast is still wrapped up in a blizzard. Will these conditions make for some interesting hoops? Let's start
with the East, where one team in particular — Washington — has provided fascinating stuff with the arrival of a new
coach. I'm talking about the Washington Wizards, who have been almost perfect since they hired Grunfeld to replace
Ernie Grunfeld. Washington is playing a brand of basketball that tries to re-energize and take a beating from opponents.
The Wizards are playing at a cold 53-win pace, which is fantastic. They've been as good as their record and even better at
times. Washington has allowed fewer points per game than any team in the league and its defense is killing teams. The
Wiz play small and have the most mobile point guard in the game. They have a secret weapon in John Wall that's going to
be the MVP of the Eastern Conference in 2014-15. Yet, the Wizards aren't perfect. I recently wrote about the trade of
Tomas Satoransky and it was a deal that Washington should've done. The Wizards have depth at backup guard. In fact,
Wall's backup has been playing overmatched in Satoransky's place. Washington does have weaknesses. The Wizards
played a poor road game at Detroit, which is not the place to start a road game. Washington also has a short bench, which
has surfaced in a couple ugly moments this season. All of these concerns might be legitimate, but Washington has
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